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The rails are laid across eight hundred miles of golden wheat, the rails are 
wound through the mountains, they curve through clay-yellow tunnel 
cuts, they enter tunnels, they are built up across the marshes, they hug 
the cliff and follow by the river’s bank, they cross the plains with dust and 
thunder, and they leap through the flatness and the dull scrub-pine to meet 
the sea.

Thomas Wolfe
Of Time and the River





Book Two

Beyond The Divide







Mike could look back and feel thankful he was born into a secure 
family at a time when the world around him pulsed with 

excitement and prosperity. The depression of the 1870s was past and 
his father enjoyed continued employment, now as a shop foreman at 
the Dunlap carriage works. Like many of its counterparts throughout 
the city, the little plant by the tracks on Irving Street whined and 
hammered keeping up with orders, shipping out its product on a 
railroad system now national in reach. Though over three quarters of 
a century old, the house Mike had started his life in had already been 
updated and would be awaiting further improvements such as indoor 
plumbing, gas lights and central heating. His family felt established 
on that edge of town, the functioning little farmstead supplementing 
wages, providing a life far more decent and comfortable than 
common for factory hands and other wage earners crowded into the 
larger cities.

Forty-two years old, with three sons, Francis had weathered 
past gossip and was well-enough regarded in the roles of worker, 
neighbor and family man. His wife more reclusive and moody, 
Kathleen was nonetheless praised as a good mother and homemaker, 
faithful along with her husband at church attendance as well as 
regular on her bills with doctor, druggist, grocer, coal dealer and any 
other tradesman with whom Francis transacted. 

Across the Leesville Road, past the open fields to the east, the 
sprawling multi-story wings of the State Reformatory rose brick by 
brick into a conjoining hub awaiting completion to form a pedestal 
for the monumental dome soon to cap the grim complex and raise it 
to status of architectural marvel.

CHAPTER ONE 
1882-84
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Uptown on Central Avenue, red brick formed another 
architectural accomplishment less forbidding in scale and function, 
as the steeple rose from the west front corner of the new St. Joseph’s 
Church building, its four round apertures to be open to the sight and 
sound of the great swinging bell that would join the steamy wails of 
railroad engines and hoots of factories audibly punctuating life in the 
small city.

With the New York & Long Branch Railroad being double-
tracked and upgraded to heavier rail and permanent bridges and 
extending south to Bay Head, Mike’s oldest brother, 16-year-old 
Jimmy, found himself well-employed “down the shore.” On trips 
home over Christmas and Easter he’d gone to visit and sit with his 
high school friend Susie Taylor in her parlor up on Hamilton Street, 
but her general sweetness and liking for poetry, a liking he’d shared 
when attending school, now seemed to him ill-suited to his new life 
as a rough-hewn “gandy-dancer” who’d tasted beer and whiskey 
and learned to roll cigarettes and was being readied for worse vices. 
Especially when enduring a game of whist, for which he had no 
knack, with Susie’s genteelly pleasant merchant-class Protestant 
parents, he felt a longing for the ill-smelling smoky bunk cars where 
he could revel in newly-learned words and expressions, with no fear 
of womanly rebuke.

Replacing his father as chief source of wisdom, Johnny Driscoll 
had explained to Jimmy how girls like Susie Taylor were of the type 
that would someday make a good wife, but how generally speaking, 
“nice” girls, whether Protestant or Catholic, didn’t enjoy the sort of 
things a man needed, and in any case would never consider such 
things before marriage—which was fine anyway, because the idea 
was to marry such a girl to make a good home and see to it good 
meals were put on the table and to assure perpetuity of his family line 
through well-raised progeny. For pleasure one turned to the other 
type.

“Yeh’s got the looks and a certain way about yeh, it’s hard to 
put a name on it, but the gals ‘ll be flockin’ to yeh, sure it would be a 
mistake to get tethered to a ‘nice’ girl so early in life, especially with 
the ever-looming entrapment of marriage on the horizon,” his older 
friend advised as they took a furtive smoke break from spike-driving, 
with the foreman out of sight and Jimmy struggling manfully with a 
lumpy ill-rolled cigarette and Driscoll sucking and puffing on a well-
scorched pipe. “So by now no doubt ye’ve made your Easter duty 
and your past sins are forgiven, so with a clean slate yeh might as 
well start this Saturday on buildin’ up a new set of transgressions. 
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I’ll take yeh to the right place where the girls keep clean. And sure 
should yeh’s be goin’ about offending the Almighty, it might as well 
be at an activity most enjoyable!

“And then the following Saturday I’ll take yeh to the right 
church in Asbury Park for confessing. I’ll show yeh’s in which box 
old Father “One Hail Mary” Murphy administers his absolution. Fact 
of the matter is he’s likely quite deaf but in any case he goes easy on 
the lecturin’ and assigns the same brief penance no matter how many 
or how mortal the sins.”

Two months later, when Jimmy came home for a weekend on 
his Pennsy pass, Francis couldn’t help expressing disappointment at 
his son’s extended absence from home. He also couldn’t help notice 
the boy’s sullen reaction when making reference to the ease in which 
one might fall into immoral behavior when beyond the bosom of 
home and family.

“Beyond that,” Francis continued, “you’ve got too good a mind 
to waste on a life of backbreaking labor—not that it isn’t honorable 
work. And of course your mother and I are happy to see you earn 
wages and gain practical experience. But if its railroad construction 
that interests you, you can study engineering up at Stevens Institute 
and lay out for yourself a career that’ll do you and your family 
proud.”

“It’s not just about doing our family proud, Da’. Or showing 
Grandfather that we can be more than strong backed ‘Micks.’ It’s 
about living my life as I see fit.”

His son’s calm and reasoned tone made the filial defiance all 
the more surprising to Francis. There was no way he could counter 
Jimmy’s simple assertion. He saw it would be futile even to remind 
the boy how his family made no objection in the first place at the 
decision to quit school and leave home to go work on the Long Branch 
road. Perhaps he had already let his son too easily slip away.

‘Deadheading’ back to the shore that Sunday evening, Jimmy 
looked out at the darkening central New Jersey countryside, troubled 
by what he felt as coldness from his father, stemming from disapproval, 
though no harsh words had been exchanged. But through it was a 
rising elation of being fully freed from family constraints to make his 
way in the world. And he laughed to himself, remembering exiting 
the confessional the week before at Johnny Driscoll’s recommended 
church and kneeling to say Father Murphy’s assigned penance of one 
“Hail Mary.”   

~
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Mike wasn’t sure at what age his stream of memory began, but 
it seemed to be sometime before turning two, when the house itself 
and the people he shared it with made up a world transcending any 
perception of self. The grain of wood on floorboards and patterns in 
the carpet were who he was, so close under his knees or later under 
feet supporting wobbly upright legs. The world ran from room to 
room, extending up the stairs—soon negotiated after a few falls and 
bumps. Voices drifted overhead or echoed in from other rooms, often 
mingled with unnamable creaks of woodwork or unidentifiable 
whispers coming from timber or brick or stone, or leaking in through 
windows, one couldn’t tell, windows scratching and tapping through 
which spoke breezes or sometimes full force winds, beams of dust-
flecked sunlight intruding certain times of day and at night in silver 
swaths were branches swishing in moonlight, seen through multi-
paned wavy glass and under his little bed for certain lurked creatures 
he could have likened to giant slugs, slimy furless rounded animals, 
had he the perception of differentiation, but already an aura of self 
was forming when he first sensed vaguely menacing entities about 
him in the dark but complete safety was to be had under the blankets, 

Children picnicking along the Robinson’s Branch, below Central Avenue.
     German Catholic church to left (steeple reflected in stream), 

La Forge Carriage Works to right

Sketch by J.P. Kenna
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so long as no part including head was left exposed. In that heated and 
stuffy security, his world could relapse to the oddly shaped forms 
of dreams, images occasionally shifting into a now recognizable 
Mommy or Daddy or more rarely into wolf or bear-like chimera 
of ominous purpose that might cause him to awaken; as might a 
bedwetting which first felt warm, then cooled as the acrid fluid smell 
dissipated, a smell contrasting with but of similar intimacy to that of 
sweet warm milk when close to his mother.

Over time the ticking of clocks became discernible, associated 
with certain rooms, as was the hourly chiming from the parlor, as were 
the familiar—almost as predictable—sounds coming from kitchen 
or sewing room. Warmth was to be had by the towering iron stoves 
or in heavily-clothed laps up onto which he was learning to crawl. 
Otherwise the faces and voices of his mother and father towered 
overhead, taller than the stoves, legs moving about elevating these 
two from his familiar floor-world, with only his brother Eddy at a 
more reachable height.

Whether snow or flowers or steamy hairy creatures around 
the barn, cloud shapes, tree shapes and colors and bark texture, 
the outdoors was a constant parade of unquestioned novelty. In 
the increasing barrage of new sensations his brother Jimmy would 
appear, big like Mommy and Daddy with a face reflecting pleasure in 
meeting of glances, his words like his father’s strong like boards, yet 
often soft and broadcasting affection, the grip of strong hairy wrist 
hoisting him for a shoulder ride a contrast with his mother’s rounded 
grasp and feel and voice more often rebuking but seldom harsh, only 
his brother Eddie’s, treble like his mother’s, regularly assailing. His 
partner in a world under four feet tall, the middle brother was the 
source of cuffs and shoves that showed no more tenderness than the 
un-human strikes felt when he had wandered into the calf pen during 
a lapse of parental watchfulness.

Other people came to take their part in his extending circle 
of selfhood, the immensity of his grandfather, face often rippled in 
laughter, early on associated with the clink of bottles and glasses, the 
grandmother exhibiting a relaxed quietude he also associated with 
the likewise elderly but black Mrs. Greene—whose soft bosom and 
ample lap and silky belly-shaking laughter contrasted with the pale 
angularity and tolerant titters of his grandmother.

Further along, people-sounds became associated with areas 
and places; most outdoor sounds with his father and the indoor hum 
of sewing machine or muffled clunking and sizzle of flatiron with 
his mother—softer than the other mother-sounds of clanking and 
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scrapes and general background of water pouring, or simmering or 
boiling in the form of soups or stews or mushes, and the contained 
crackling and air-sucking drafts of new fires.

The tinkling of coal from bonnet-shaped scuttle onto grates and 
iron slam of doors normally was a father-sound except in the kitchen, 
where mostly the mother produced the hatchet-wielding rending of 
kindling and the clatter and clank of stove lids.

Smells emerged, associated with people and rooms and even 
outdoor spaces beyond the rich concentration coming from the small 
barn. The scent of hardwood shavings and sawdust  and turpentine 
as his father entered the home around suppertime contrasted with 
his mother and cleaning soaps and flour and pork lard; then again 
the man-smell of cigar smoke from the parlor when company was 
present—often his grandfather and often with the black-suited priest, 
both their breaths tinged with spirits, sending the boy into a light-
headed drift as he toyed with vest-heaving gold watch chain after 
being happily scooped from the floor and placed on his grandfather’s 
beefy knee. From Mrs. Greene came a marsh scent overladen by soaps 
and carbolic disinfectant, but more piquant was the freshness from 
her granddaughter Lettie, a scent swampy but not of brackish mud, 
rather more of dewy morning and darting kingfishers and statue-
still spindle-legged herons among cattails nodding in a freshening 
breeze, before the afternoon sun simmered all into a mosquito-laden 
oozing stew. Only dimly he might remember being carted about on 
Lettie’s proffered hip; with more clarity he would remember playing 
on the rug with her, with blocks or dominoes.

Slowly did sounds and smells become associated with goings-
on beyond his immediate world of house and yard. At some point 
the hooting and wailing and rhythmic pant and symphonic clanking 
of locomotives—close by on the Shore branchline and more distant 
over on the mainline—became more than nameless background. 
As his world widened, sight clarified earlier sensations such as the 
nostril tingling of coal smoke, intensifying when seen and felt roiling 
from a stack in cinder-laden clouds. A white steam cloud—oily 
vapor shooting skyward in ear-splitting hiss from an engine boiler 
in afternoon sun, diffused light bouncing off its begrimed rounded 
contour—belonged as much to the self-revealing world as did sights, 
sounds and smells pouring from wind and rain, fire and the river.

While the known world was still limited to house and yard, 
his sense of periodic day and night grew to recognition of similar 
predictable intervals of masculine presence and the more constant 
and at times random feminine presence, primarily his mother but also 
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Mrs. Greene and Lettie. The suppertime arrival of his father bringing 
home wood smells of an outside world of building and commerce 
was further punctuated with a weekly-based father presence, the 
growing sense of Sunday as an event, a day of the mysteries of church 
and lingering meals and enforced leisure, contrasting with the less-
distinguished Saturdays, his favorite when his father was home all 
day, giving leave to follow into an expanded world from upstairs to 
cellar, out to barn and yard, a parade of activities contrasting in its 
variety with the staid weekday mother-routine—where no surprises 
awaited, such as being placed on the back of a walking horse or 
creaking about in the wagon and sitting in his father’s lap and taking 
the reins.

Less predictable and frequent and even more exulting were the 
home visits of Jimmy, angular and sturdy like his father but more 
boy-like, carrying him about in horse-like security on his shoulders 
or taking him through activities less purposeful and more playful, 
his brother’s easy smile and soft laugh enfolding him in sizable yet 
benevolent presence. 

Even Eddie’s smaller and less benevolent presence took on a 
rhythm, trudging home with schoolbooks hours before his father, 
followed by sharing of close-to-the-ground or floor space, sometimes 
fun but often intrusive, sometimes sinister with threats of being 
thrown into the hogpen to become part of pig-supper or tied up in 
the haymow to never be found again, meaning to Mike the end of all 
sharing of warm or fun times with Daddy or Mommy or Jimmy, his 
repetitive imagined drama sometimes having a happy ending with 
Lettie climbing up to rescue him.

~
Nearly three years after hiring on with the New York & Long 

Branch, after that road’s completion of double tracking and other 
expansion and improvement projects, Jimmy was able to bid a regular 
section job at Matawan, suiting him perfectly as his assigned track 
territory included the long trestle reaching northward out of town 
and the grades and curves through the Cheesequakes, the gentle 
hills separating the rolling interior plane from the shore of Raritan 
Bay, where the tracks skirted the beach as they approached South 
Amboy. A drawbridge over the Cheesequake River was included, the 
structures and varied geography adding interest and challenge to the 
work. Matt Gehrity, soon to retire, had put in word that the boy, now 
18, be considered for a supervisory position after a little more age and 
experience.

That August of 1884 Gerhity, married to Mildred Briggs and 
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living in his Point Pleasant bungalow a short walk from the beach, 
announced he would be living off the rental of a house he’d built 
next-door and be gardening and surf fishing fulltime. That in his 
lifetime he went from dirt-poor potato-Irish to landlord status he 
acknowledged with wonder and a little irony, comparing it to being 
like a good fisherman “in the right place at the right time” when he 
bought his property shortly before the southward extension of the 
railroad, watching values triple as the tracks bridged the Manasquan 
River. Yet all agreed it was fitting that a man who’d spent his life’s 
work building and maintaining tracks should benefit from their 
expansion, and have more to show for it than a wrecked back.

An event to mark the occasion—yet another man departing 
who could still recall the days when all commerce moved by water 
or dirt road—was planned for the first weekend in September, nearly 
two years to the day from when the first Labor Day parade was staged 
in New York by two men of similar names; Matthew Maguire, a 
machinist from Paterson, and a New York carpenter Peter J. McGuire. 
Agitation to make Labor Day an official holiday had so far fallen on 
deaf ears but word went around that many “gandys” would simply 
not show up for work the day following Matt Gerhity’s retirement 
shindig.

Blue smoke from a drift lumber fire rose as the sun lowered, 
and mixed its aroma with steaming clams and mussels and oysters 
and frying bluefish and flounder and bonita, the now soaring fire 
after sunset becoming a beacon on the beach at the end of Gerhity’s 
street. Kegs of beer had been rolled off a wagon and over the soft 
footstep-pocked sand, leaving flattened little roadways. The mood 
for music came on as the food disappeared. Johnny Driscoll with 
his concertina led many of the songs, from Civil War standards, to 
the sentimental sweetness of “Mother Machree” and “Kathleen 
Mavourneen” to the militant beat of “Brennan on the Moor.” As 
daytime energy waned, so did the crackling and skyward shooting 
of sparks, with the depletion of easily scavenged beach lumber. The 
eternal procession of ocean breakers reflecting starlight murmured 
a background chant as darkness, bringing the beginning of fall chill, 
closed around the embers and the circle of people; wives who had yet 
to go home, remaining children stretching out or curling up catlike on 
blankets—becoming oblivious to the music and singing and lightly-
crashing Atlantic waves bearing an incoming tide, lapping uphill 
into footprint-cratered sand.

As the beer drained, a few whiskey bottles circulated among 
the men, the last of the drift planks were thrown on the fire and 
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Johnny Driscoll asked for quiet as he announced his next song, “The 
Dying Sectionman,” as he reaffirmed his certainty that Matt Gerhity 
was to have many happy remaining years with his sweet Millie by 
his side, and would continue to supply much of Point Pleasant with 
not only fresh-caught fish but the most succulent of sweet corn and 
musk melons and the juiciest, reddest beefsteak tomatoes to be had 
in all of Ocean or Monmouth County.

The song, he explained, could be considered a funeral dirge 
except oddly it had a rather sprightly sound, like a handcar clicking 
over the rail joints. He had first heard it some three years earlier 
from a boomer gandy who’d picked it up on the faraway Santa Fe 
line, and he felt it did proper honor to any good track boss and was 
just maudlin enough to be savored by any son of Erin after, like the 
subject handcar closing each verse, being properly “iled.”

“Come all ye railroad sectionmen an’ listen to my song,
For it tis of Larry O’Sullivan, who now is dead and gone.
 For twenty years a section boss, he never hired a tar.
An’ it’s joint ahead and center back, an’ Jerry go an’ ile that 

car!

For twenty years a section boss, he worked upon the track
An’ be it to his credit, he never had a wreck.
For he kept every joint right up to the point wi’ the tap o’ the 

tampin’ bar.
An’ while the bies be shimmin’ up the ties, ‘twas Jerry go ile 

that car!

An’ every Sunday morning, unto the gang he’d say,
‘Me bies prepare ye be aware the ol’ lady goes to church today!
So I want every man to pump the best he can, for the distance 

it is far.
An’ we got to get in ahead of Number 10, so Jerry would ye 

ile that car!’

‘Twas in November in the wintertime, the ground all covered 
with snow.

‘Come put the handcar on the track an’ over the section go.’
With his big soldier coat buttoned up to his throat all weather 

he did bear.
‘An’ Paddy and Mack, would ye’s walk the track, an Jerry go 

an’ ile that car.’
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God rest ye Larry O’Sullivan, to me ye were kind and good.
You always made the section men go out and chop me wood.
An’ fetch me water from the well, an’ cut the kindling fine
An’ any man who wouldn’t lend a hand, ‘twas Larry he’d 

giv’m his time!

‘Give my regards to the roadmaster,’ poor Larry he did cry.
‘An’ set me up that I might see the ol’ handcar before I die!
Then lay the spike maul on me chest, the gage and the old 

claw bar.
An’ while the boys be fillin‘ up the grave, ‘tis Jerry go an’ ile 

that car!’ ”
  
By the time the last verse ended, the refrain had become familiar 

enough that the raucous blend of tobacco-hardened tenors and 
drink-softened basses and baritones, joined by a few female voices 
belonging to wives who had stayed to either try to restrain their men’s 
drinking or to heartily join in it, had come to include the whole group. 
In the abrupt following silence, Matt Gerhity, enthroned side-by-side 
with Mildred in a pair of wicker yard chairs, cleared his throat.  The 
flickering embers reflected orange in the moisture now surrounding 
his eyes and beginning to trail down his whiskered cheeks. 

Catching his voice, his wife clasping his expansive hand and 
squeezing the bent, oversize fingers, Gerhity stated the final verse 
especially would be the perfect sendoff, complete with those three 
basic track tools which he would be honored to have lowered-
away with him, “for when the time comes to be reunited with our 
Redeemer,” he said, “for sure there must be track in Heaven in need 
of repair.”

 There were a few coughs and snorts in the gathering, some 
dabbing at the eyes, and a voice calling out “There be no hurry, 
Matt!” and another adding, “Yeh need to keep the lovely lady with ye 
company for a few more years yet.” and “May yeh’s outlive us all!”

Taking a draft from a bottle passed to him, he continued. “But 
we know the graveyard is not the end all, but the re-awakening. For 
are we not to rise with bodies again young and strong, fit to do all 
the work that must be done even in that far, fair land? For surely 
with the saints and angels we should like to move about up there 
in a decent manner, and not be flappin’ about on wings like just so 
many clumsy birds! So the Lord shall rely on us boys from Ireland to 
keep His trains safe running on track as strong as our backbones shall 
again be. Let the rich men, if any be up there, float about in white 
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nightshirts! We men shall work and drink and smoke and sing, as we 
always have, but our bodies will not hurt and wear out, and there 
shall be none of the likes of Tom Scott or Bill Vanderbilt or Jay Gould 
trying to squeeze the very life out of us and our families, nor will 
their minions be breathing down our necks and hounding to extract 
from us every last ounce of work!

“And as far as the rest of ye’s here, those not ready to take up 
your golden fishin’ poles, some of yeh have a lifetime ahead, like 
young Jimmy Scanlon here, a good boy from my former town up on 
the Pennsy mainline.” At the reference to the Pennsylvania Railroad, 
there was an eruption of boos and hisses, accompanied by general 
laughter indicating it was all in good fun. Gerhity paused, impassive 
as ever, then stated. “As soon as the Jersey Central boys among us 
have finished, I shall go on.” Hearty laughter followed all around 
as Gerhity took another pause. “So no matter what road ye’s owe 
yer first loyalty to, I’m sayin’ now is the time yeh’s organize, to fight 
back, to take yer proper due for building up this fine country! I hear 
they be makin’ up a Brotherhood for us trackmen. I say ‘tis time for us 
who fix and build the track to be on equal footing with those who run 
over it! The high-and-mighty engineers and conductors have their 
own Brotherhoods—as do the firemen, and soon shall the brakemen 
and switchmen. So why not us? The time has come! An’ the time shall 
come, perhaps long after I’m lowered in the ground to rise again with 
the likes of Larry O’Sullivan, that all our Brotherhoods will become 
one big union of all railway men and we shall be able to meet the 
big bosses and owners head on, be they Pennsy, Central, P&R or the 
B&O! Or the Lackawanna or Lehigh Valley or the Vanderbilt or Gould 
roads—or some monopolizing combine yet unheard of!”

~
In the chilled hours between midnight and dawn, retrieving 

and sometimes forgetting lanterns, men straggled and in some cases 
staggered back to homes and bunk cars, while some remained passed 
out on the beach to be roused in the morning by a borough constable 
in a scene of still hot and blackened sand under smoldering embers 
surrounded by clamshells, fish bones, corncobs, melon rinds, peach 
pits and an assortment of bottles, some organized adjacent to the 
stack of empty kegs, and others haphazardly on their sides in the 
sand as they had landed.

For those who weren’t assigned or didn’t live nearby, many 
cots or sofas and a few guest beds were offered by the “home guard” 
workers. Being from the same town as the retiree being honored, 
Jimmy had the comforts of a full-fledged guest in the Gerhity house, 
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with Mildred’s attentions—happily including her cooking—over the 
ensuing Sunday, causing him to feel tolerably decent by evening. 
But along with many others, some due to a slow recovery from the 
celebration, and some infused with a new sense of solidarity thanks 
to the retiring section foreman’s late-night speech, Jimmy chose to 
miss work that first Monday of September to call national attention 
to the need for honoring those who did the hard work of the nation. 
And what more fitting honor could there be than enjoying—with 
their families, if they had any—leisure on the unofficial last day of 
summer?


